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           * How to get your news into the paper *
We want to open Faith & Values section every Friday to as many faith groups and as much variety of news about spiritual life and ethical living as we can. To do that, we need your help.
	 • Deadline for calendar items: By 5 p.m. Mondays.
NOTE: The deadlines are immutable; I can’t make the paper late.
• Deadline for feature ideas: 2-3 weeks before the Friday it should run -- sooner if possible. (I schedule stories as much as a year in advance).

Helpful Hints: 
1.  Get information to me by mail, fax (256) 532-4420 or by e-mail: kay.campbell@htimes.com, which I can acknowledge. 
2.  Look at a calendar and find the Friday when you need your announcement to run. Put “For (date)” at the top of your note. That helps sort the several hundred messages a week to get yours in when it’s best for you.
3.  Follow up with a phone call if you have something unusual and want to make sure I think so, too.
4.  Think of a correction? Please re-send the entire message to make sure I keep all the information together.
5.  Sure, call after hours, if you have an urgent reason. My home: (931) 433-5777. 
6.  Please tell me if someone special dies for a Life Story. Also, look for good candidates for Spiritual Journey profiles and Mission Trip stories. (I have forms for Spiritual Journeys and Mission reports – just ask for one.)
7.  Any calendar item must contain the following information. (Incomplete notes might not run if I’m swamped and don’t have a chance to call you):
  • Full, unabbreviated name of your group (Double-check spellings!)
  • Street address of the event, and name of venue if not at your building.
  • Phone number and, if available, e-mail address for readers to use. 
  • Time, dates, and name of the event, with a brief description.
  • Full name and correct title of the event leader. Check spellings!!
  • Include a one-sentence explanation of unusual programs or acronyms.
  • Any cost to attend. Specify if free or if offering will be taken.
  • Age, dress or other requirements or suggestions, if any.
  • Send any jpg-format picture to my e-mail address. I’ll use it if I can. Prints can also be used (and returned, if you provide an addressed envelope and get them to the office at least a week in advance).
8.  Announcements and the stories I do are free, but I decide their length. To buy space for an advertisement, contact Tony Swinford at 532-4257 or tony.swinford@htimes.com.
 We have a lot of good stories to do. Thanks for your help! 									      --Kay Campbell, F&V Editor

